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Who	We	Are

AMBASSADORS

Being an Ambassador of Epiq MD means to be the catalyst for bringing forward a 
new way of thinking; giving rise to the idea that everyone deserves to live an Epiq 
Life. We are responsible for taking the cogs out of the machine and replacing them 
with innovative solutions that will improve the quality of life for millions across the 
nation. To bring such a significant change to a nation that has grown used to this 
tired system will undoubtedly come with struggle, but Epiq MD believes our 
Ambassadors are up to the task.

Epiq MD believes our Ambassadors are the couriers of change prepared to show 

the world there is another way, a better way, an Epiq	way.

“Change	does	not	roll	in	on	wheels	of	inevitability,	but	comes	
through	continuous	struggle.”	



Core	Ideology

AMBASSADORS

Epiq MD believes the pursuit of an Epiq Life begins and ends with stewardship. To be a 
steward of our communities, our families and the future. Being a part of Epiq MD means 
being willing and ready to put in the hard work required to fix a broken system, because the 
heavy truth is our country is hurting. Over 80 million people in the US are underinsured, 
without health coverage and without someone to turn to when they need it most. To know 
that our communities and families have been so let down by a broken healthcare system 
should create a fire in your spirit to do something, create something and be something.

To be called on as a leader requires caring, understanding and compassion. It requires love, 
but what so many fail to understand is the difference between saying you love something 

and proving it. Epiq MD Ambassadors are proving	it.

Love	Is	a	Verb



Our	Vision	and	Mission

AMBASSADORS

The journey to bring Epiq MD to the world begins in our very own communities. We are not 
only providing access to healthcare services that people are in desperate need of, but we are 
giving them hope. For those who have been shunned by the American healthcare system and 
have completely given up on finding a reliable alternative, Epiq MD is the answer. In time, we 
will become the leading provider for millions of people not only in America, but all over the 
world.

We plan to do this by building a community of people who share the same aspirations and 
core values of Epiq MD. By putting health over wealth, people over profit, and humanity over 
industry. By putting together a team who shares the common goal of bettering their own life 
through bettering others.

By living an Epiq	Life, By Daring to Be Epiq	for others

Community,	Our	Nation,	and	Then	the	World



Core	Values

AMBASSADORS

We	Value	Authenticity	
Authenticity and transparency create 
meaningful relationships and ignites the 
magic of human connection. 

We	Value	Education	
While we live in the information age, when 
it comes to preventative care and wellness 
many are still decades behind. Educated 
and well-informed Ambassadors are key in 
creating a true health and wellness 
movement.

We	Value	Family	&	Friendships
Surrounding yourself with support and comfort is 
important in times of joy or distress. At Epiq 
MD,we understand taking care of yourself 
betters you to take care of those in your 
community.	

We	Value	a	Positive	Culture
Epiq MD strives to create a culture that is 
inclusive, compassionate, and driven to serve 
others and provide hope to communities that 
need it most. Our Ambassadors are instrumental 
in taking these elements into communities 
across the U.S.



AMBASSADORS

As an Ambassador you are aiming to help the 80 million 
Americans and immigrants in this country who are 
lacking sufficient healthcare and the 530,000 families who 
turn to bankruptcy every year due to medical bills. 

Within the 80 million Americans who do not have proper 
access to healthcare lie those who suffer from chronic 
diseases, employees in industries such as retail and 
services who cannot afford high premiums, and the 
hardworking American who’s company does not offer 
any coverage at all.  

We can help these people one of two ways, by giving 
them services that will significantly improve their quality 
of life or by taking them under your wing and giving 
them the same opportunity afforded to you. An 
opportunity to change their life and the lives of the 
people around them for the better.

Who	We	Help



AMBASSADORS

Customer	Personas

27	|	Female	
Server/Bartender

35	|	Female
Sales	Worker

41	|	Male	
Ind.	General	Contractor

Epiq MD is the perfect solution for this 
person because she does not have 
health insurance and health insurance is 
not offered in her line of work. She also 
would like an online mental health thera-
py option, since traditional therapy can 
be very costly. 

Epiq MD is a viable solution for this 
person because as an independent con-
tractor, health insurance on his own can 
be costly and confusing. The individual is 
not a citizen and has a family of 4, making 
healthcare hard to access.  This customer 
also lives in a Spanish speaking house-
hold and would like to speak to a doctor 
in his native language. 

Epiq MD is the perfect solution for this 
person. Her main goal is to keep herself 
and her two children healthy, but her 
insurance copay is not affordable. This 
customer would also prefer an option 
that has a telemedicine service, as she 
travels with her children and for her 
career.  
 



Marketing	&	Sales	Materials

MARKETING

Our pre-made and 
approved templates, 
posts, and sales aids 
should be engaging 
for your audience to 
provoke and pique 
interest.



Marketing	&	Sales	Materials

MARKETING

Business	Cards:	
You can purchase your favorite branded Epiq MD business cards with your 
personal ambassador information. To purchase Epiq MD marketing materials, 
please see the document titled “Epiq MD Swag”.

111.222.3333

name@epiqmd.com

www.epiqmd.net/name
First Last

Certified Ambassador

Live Epiq,	Be Epiq.

111.222.3333

name@epiqmd.com

www.epiqmd.net/name
First Last

Certified Ambassador

EpiqMD

111.222.3333

name@epiqmd.com

www.epiqmd.net/name
First Last

Certified Ambassador

Live Epiq,	Be Epiq.



Brand	Colors

MARKETING

HEX CODE: #EF8114
CMYK: 3, 60, 100, 0  
RGB: 239, 129, 20

HEX CODE: #F9BB8A
CMYK: 1, 30, 48, 0  
RGB: 249, 187, 138

HEX CODE: #117080
CMYK: 88, 43, 41, 11
RGB: 17, 112, 128

HEX CODE: #30C1C1
CMYK: 68, 20, 29, 0
RGB: 48, 193, 193

HEX CODE: #EBEBEB
CMYK: 7, 5, 5, 0
RGB: 235, 235, 235

HEX CODE: #58595B
CMYK: 64, 56, 53, 28
RGB: 88, 89, 91

Our corporate colors consist of teals 
and grey. The following colors below 
should be used to match consisten-
cy of our logo and brand. 

Ambassador colors include the following 
shades of orange. Orange exudes qualities 
of enthusiasm, happiness, warmth, and 
optimism.



Logo	Usage

MARKETING

EpiqMD

EpiqMD

Our logos are below consisting of the two main logos and the icon that can be 
used on corporate postings or documents. There is also a white, grayscale, and 
orange version - which can be used for Ambassador items. 

2x

2x
Size: 100%

50% Space Clear

EpiqMD



Logo	Usage

MARKETING

Acceptable	Uses	of	the	Logos

EpiqMD

EpiqMD

  
The main logo, the stacked logo is the primary logo of Epiq MD. 

The horizontal logo may be used as well.  

The icons above may be used in the corners of documents, 

social media posts, or photos online. These are not meant to 

replace the main logos above. Additionally, you may use the 

white version in photos where these colors are hard to visualize. 

Examples:

This social media post uses the 

white icon correctly in the corner, 

since the primary colors would not 

have been visible to the viewer. 

This title slide of a presentation

shows the main stacked logo

in the corner.  



Logo	Usage

MARKETING

Unacceptable	Uses	of	the	Logos	

Don’t stretch the logo
disproportionately.

Don’t rearrange 
components of the logo. 

Don’t alter the logo 
text colors.

Don’t alter the logo
text font. 

Don’t alter the logo 
text colors. 

Don’t alter the logo 
colors. 

Don’t rearrange the horizontal
logo components. 

X
X X

X
X X

X X
Don’t delete sections of

the icon. 



GETTING	STARTED

Ready	to	Start	Your	Epiq	Journey?
Let’s Go!



GETTING	STARTED

The Epiq MD movement is just that, a movement. Through the support of our 
Ambassadors, Epiq MD will be taking on a system that has turned millions away. 
Single mothers, middle class Americans, immigrants, families, and businesses alike 
have been looking for an answer and you, our Epiq MD Ambassadors, are going to 
give it to them.  

Without you, Epiq MD would have no way of reaching the masses and letting them 
know that there is another way. Let them know that they don’t have to pay ridiculous 
amounts to speak to medical professionals, let them know that don’t have to battle 
their mental health struggles alone, let them know that there are people out there 
who want to help and provide hope to many. 

You are an Epiq MD Ambassador for a reason. We believe you have what it takes to 
challenge the status quo, stand up for what’s right, and to never be discouraged.  

Are you ready to fix a broken system? Let’s dare to be Epiq. 

Your	Epiq	Journey	Starts	Now



Let’s get in touch
1-844-8 EPIQ MD

ambassadorsupport@epiqmd.com

https://www.facebook.com/epiqmdhealth
https://www.instagram.com/epiqmd/ https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYfzOR77uVTduvNBSaYcYuA https://www.linkedin.com/company/epiqmd/

https://twitter.com/EpiqMd https://www.pinterest.com/epiqmd/_saved/

@EpiqMD @EpiqMD


